
TOKYO: A bribery scandal engulfing last summer’s
pandemic-delayed Tokyo Games has thrown a dark
cloud over Sapporo’s 2030 bid and raised fresh
questions in Japan about hosting the Olympics
again. Former Tokyo 2020 executive Haruyuki
Takahashi was arrested on suspicion of bribery in
August and more allegations were leveled against
him last week in a widening investigation into cor-
ruption at the heart of the Games. 

The scandal comes at a bad time for the northern
Japanese city of Sapporo, which is bidding to host
the 2030 Winter Olympics. Sapporo staged the
Games in 1972 and is seen as a frontrunner despite
competition from Vancouver and Salt Lake City.
Sapporo mayor Katsuhiro Akimoto and Japanese
Olympic Committee (JOC) president Yasuhiro
Yamashita were scheduled to visit International
Olympic Committee headquarters in Lausanne to
talk up the bid later this month. 

The delegation last week cancelled the trip,
with Yamashita blaming a scheduling issue.
Akimoto said that it had “nothing to do with the
bribery case surrounding the Tokyo Olympics”.
But the controversy has topped the headlines in
Japan’s leading newspapers and prosecutors have

carried out fresh raids in recent days.
Takahashi, a 78-year-old former senior manag-

ing director of Japanese advertising giant Dentsu, is
suspected of accepting bribes in return for helping
companies become official Tokyo Games sponsors.
Former and current executives from business suit
retailer Aoki Holdings and major publishing firm
Kadokawa have also been arrested. And local media
reports say Takahashi has claimed he gave money
to then-Tokyo 2020 president Yoshiro Mori, a for-
mer Japanese prime minister.

The controversy has helped rekindle anti-
Olympic sentiment in Japan, which saw a swell of
opposition to holding the Tokyo Games in the mid-
dle of a pandemic. The Asahi Shimbun daily in an
editorial urged Sapporo to “hold off” on its 2030
bid until the scandal had been “resolved”. It said the
Japanese public view the Olympics “with mistrust
and suspicion”. Last year, the Asahi called for the
Tokyo Olympics to be cancelled just two months
before they were set to begin, accusing IOC offi-
cials of being “self-righteous”.

Making a meal of it?
For all the domestic attention on the scandal,

experts are doubtful it will have any impact when
the IOC comes to choosing a 2030 host. With cities
ever more reluctant to assume the expense and
controversy of hosting a Games, the IOC cannot
afford to be picky.

“If Sapporo come forward, they have a very
strong bid from a technical perspective,” said
Michael Payne, who as director of IOC marketing
from 1989-2004 is widely credited with transform-
ing the organization’s brand and finances through
sponsorship. “I think of this very much as a local,
political issue. It raised eyebrows as to why they’re
making such a meal out of what frankly is minor
sponsor influence-peddling.” Sapporo 2030 chiefs
have been keen to get the Japanese public on side.

Despite the misgivings of some, a survey con-
ducted earlier this year found that a majority of
people on the island of Hokkaido, where the city is
located, were in favor of hosting the Games. The
city of Sapporo has, however, ruled out holding a
referendum. Sports economist Andrew Zimbalist
believes the scandal will “continue to be an issue in
Japan” but will “fade away in international memo-
ry”. He predicted that Japanese officials would
“simply acknowledge to the IOC that they had

some bad actors involved and that they’re going to
clean it up”.

Strong bid 
Underlining public concern, Sapporo mayor

Akimoto and JOC president Yamashita on Thursday
signed a joint declaration promising to hold a
“clean” bid free from corruption. Zimbalist thinks a
recent change in the Olympic bidding process will
help distance Sapporo from the Tokyo scandal
because it won’t be in the spotlight as much.
Previously, cities were required to put together
costly bids and were pitted against each other
before a vote determined the winner.

Now the process largely takes place away from
the glare of publicity, and there is flexibility about
how many candidates are involved and when a host
is chosen. There is no firm date when a 2030 host
will be announced. “The IOC doesn’t want to get
into a situation where a country is hosting the
Games that doesn’t have a solid government, that
doesn’t have a solid economy, that doesn’t have reli-
able weather,” said Zimbalist.”Sapporo has so many
things going for it that it will far outweigh the fading
memory of this scandal.”— AFP 
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Kuwait Football 
League wrap-up 
KUWAIT: Salmiya Football Club defeated Al-
Sahel during their third round match of Zain
Kuwait football league on Thursday. Salmiya’s
Jumaa Saeed headed his team’s first goal in the
16th minute while Sangpierre Mendy scored the
second goal in the 78th minute of the match.
Meanwhile Abdelmohsen Al-Ajmi scored Al-
Sahel’s only goal in the 88th minute. 

Salmiya now have seven points while Al-Sahel
remain pointless. In the second match on Thursday,
between Fahaheel and Nasr, the first goal of the
match was scored by Nasr’s Mohammad Duhar in
the 28th minute as referee Mustafa Al-Shatti
showed Nasr’s player Fahad Al-Enezi a red card in
the 17th minute. Fahaheel players were not able to

respond during the first half, but in the latter part of
the second half, substitute Abdallah Al-Dhafiri
scored the equalizer in the 79th minute. Fahaheel’s
Fawaz Al-Rashidi then scored the second goal and
the third goal just before the end of game. 

Meanwhile, Tadhamon Football Club had their
first win on Friday by defeating Jahra 1-0.
Tadhamon goal was scored from the penalty spot
in the seventh minute following a foul by Jahra goal
keeper Bader Al-Saanoon. The final match on
Friday was between Qadisiya and Kazma which
saw Qadisiya losing 1-3 at home. Kazma was able
to reach Qadisiya’s zone easily and were able to
score the first goal in the 33rd minute. A second
goal was scored by Shibeeb Al-Khaldi in the 51st
minute. In the 54th minute, Al-Khaldi scored again.
Also, Qadisiya scored their only goal in the 70th
minute as Bader Al-Mutawa scored from the
penalty spot. Kazma now have 7 points, while
Qadisiya have 6 points. 

Kuwait’s first
Martial Arts
Championship
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Ambassador of Thailand to Kuwait
Rooge Thammongkol has lauded the idea of
organizing Kuwait’s first Martial Arts
Championship on September 24. This will
include 13 bouts in Muay Thai and boxing for
amateurs and professionals. The Ambassador
spoke during his meeting with World Boxing
Council (WBC) representative in Kuwait Mishal
Al-Fajji and Chairman of Muay Thai Committee
Abdelsalam Al-Sindi.

The Ambassador was pleased with organiz-

ing such major sports event - being the first of
its kind in Kuwait. He said he will extend all
types of support to ensure the success of the
championship. “We are keen on a positive and
effective participation in organizing the next
Muay Thai championship. We will coordinate
with related bodies in Thailand to organize
training camps to train Kuwait National Muay
Thai team,” he added.

Ambassador Thammongkol said the
embassy plans a tour to promote the sport of
Muay Thai next year and will have high level
competitions for this ancient Thai sport with
the participation of several champions and
best coaches to celebrate 60 years of diplo-
matic relations between Kuwait and Thailand.
Meanwhile Mishal Al-Fajji said the organizing
committee is keen on achieving success of
Kuwait first Martial Arts Championship, to be
an ideal start of organizing many international
Muay Thai in the near future.

Thai Ambassador with Al-Fajji and Al-Sindi

Atalanta aim to 
hold lead in Italy 
MILAN: Atalanta host Cremonese on Sunday as
shock early leaders of Serie A after a fast start
which appears to be gathering pace. Out on their
own at the top of the pile for the first time since
1964, Atalanta have collected 13 points from their
first five matches, with their only dropped points
coming in a draw with champions AC Milan.

Another fixture against promoted fellow
Lombards, after last weekend’s straightforward 2-0
win at Monza, offers Gian Piero Gasperini’s side the
perfect chance to consolidate their lead. Unlike the
rest of their rivals in the upper reaches of Serie A,
Atalanta don’t have any European commitments
after finishing a disappointing eighth last season.

That gives them a huge advantage ahead of the
World Cup, with domestic and continental commit-
ments packed into an extremely tight schedule

before the Qatar tournament gets under way in
November. Also boosting the Bergamo outfit is the
way young gun Rasmus Hojlund slotted into the
team at Monza, linking up with fellow new boy
Ademola Lookman to net on his first start after
arriving for 17 million euros from Sturm Graz.

The 19-year-old Dane has been compared to
Manchester City star Erling Haaland and will be key
to Atalanta holding off Napoli and AC Milan, both
two points back and in high spirits. Napoli can take
the provisional lead of Italy’s top flight as they kick
off the weekend’s fixtures with the visit of Spezia,
fresh from their 4-1 demolition of Liverpool.

Luciano Spalletti’s side have re-emerged as title
challengers after a turbulent summer left them look-
ing like a club deep in crisis, with star players leav-
ing and fans begging owner Aurelio De Laurentiis
to sell. The impact of new arrivals, in particular
Khvicha Kvaratskhelia and Kim Min-jae, has
changed Napoli from a team supposedly in transi-
tion to one which has shown enough to suggest
their first league title since the days of Diego
Maradona is a possibility. —AFP 

Ravens unable to reach
new NFL contract deal
with Jackson
WASHINGTON: Lamar Jackson has rejected con-
tract offers from the Baltimore Ravens and the 25-
year-old star quarterback will play the upcoming
NFL season on the final year of his original deal.
The Ravens confirmed Friday that the two sides
were unable to agree terms of a new deal before
Jackson’s self-imposed deadline ahead of the team’s
Sunday start of the campaign. “Despite best efforts
on both sides, we were unable to reach a contract
extension with Lamar Jackson,” Ravens general
manager Eric DeCosta said. “We greatly appreciate
how he has handled this process and we are excited
about our team with Lamar leading the way.

“We will continue to work towards a long-term
contract after the season, but for now we are look-
ing forward to a successful 2022 campaign.” It’s a
gamble for both sides. Jackson, known for his skillful
passing combined with flashy runs, would have no
guarantee should he be injured. The Ravens could
lose him to free agency or be forced to make him a
franchise player, a one-year deal with a salary
among the NFL’s highest at the position. Jackson
will make $23.016 million this season in his fifth-
year option off his rookie contract.

A deal was made tougher to strike when the

Cleveland Browns reached a fully guaranteed $230
million deal with Deshaun Watson in March, over
$40 million more than is guaranteed in the next-
highest contract between Kyler Murray and
Arizona. Jackson said Wednesday it wouldn’t be
riskier playing this season than it has been any oth-
er, although he has taken 737 hits since his 2018
debut, the most of any NFL quarterback. “It was a
pretty big risk last season, the year before,” Jackson
said. “I wasn’t thinking about contract negotiations
around that time.

“This season, it’s going to be the same thing, but
I’m just playing football. Anything can happen, but
God forbid the wrong thing happens.” Jackson, the
unanimous NFL 2019 Most Valuable Player, has a
37-12 record as the Ravens’ starting quarterback in
the past four seasons but the club is only 2-5 with-
out him. In 2019, Jackson set records for NFL quar-
terbacks with 1,206 yards rushing and 176 carries
while throwing for 3,127 yards and a personal best
36 touchdowns.

Baltimore has managed only one win in three
trips to the playoffs with Jackson and the Ravens
missed the post-season altogether last year, going
8-9 while Jackson struggled with five missed games,
four with an ankle injury, and a career-worst 13
interceptions. Jackson does not have an agent,
meaning he spoke directly with DeCosta about a
new deal. “I’m comfortable, but it’s probably differ-
ent because it’s your quarterback, and not an NFL
agent,” Jackson said Wednesday. “I’ve been pretty
cool. Eric has been pretty cool with it.” — AFP 

English cricket says 
farewell to Queen 
LONDON: The Oval has known many ‘departures’
given it often stages the last Test of an English
cricket season, with Australia great Don Bradman
and former England captain Alastair Cook taking
their leave of the international stage at the ground.
But the south London venue fell silent on Saturday
before the start of the third day’s play in the third
Test between England and South Africa for a
farewell of a very different sort as the ground paid
tribute to Queen Elizabeth II.

The death of Britain’s longest-serving monarch
at the age of 96 on Thursday had led the England
and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) to abandon Friday’s
play. And with Thursday’s opening day washed out,
it meant what should have been a five-day match
had now been reduced to a three-day game. Unlike
their counterparts at English football’s Premier
League, who have suspended their fixtures this

weekend, the ECB decided to resume play Saturday.

‘Incredible inspiration’ 
“It’s been very sad news for not only the nation

but the world with the Queen’s passing,” England
captain Ben Stokes told Sky Sports before play
resumed. “She was someone who dedicated her life
to the nation, someone that we take incredible inspi-
ration from and we are honored to be able to walk
out on the field in memory of the Queen.” The all-
rounder added: “We know how much the Queen
loved this sport, and the show must go on. I’m sure
she’ll be looking down on all the sport that’s still
going ahead over this weekend and that we’re going
out there in her honor. I’m very pleased and proud
we can do that.” As spectators took their seats at the
Oval, they would have noticed a few changes, with
the usual advertising signs on the perimeter hoard-
ings replaced by black and white messages marking
the death of the Queen. Then, ten minutes before the
scheduled start of play at 11:00 am (1000 GMT), the
players and match officials-all wearing black arm-
bands as a sign of respect-walked onto the outfield
through a military guard of honor. —AFP 


